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Happy June, I hope everyone had a good time at the show, 

it was small but everyone I talked to enjoyed themselves. 

 

At the last board meeting we discussed the fact that we are 

having such small shows and what can we do to make our 

show better attended.  We came up with a few ideas, 1. 

Make October 2 one day shows - Done!! 2, Adjust stall prices 

to reflect the one or two day shows - Done!!! 3. Adjust the 

class fees to be in line with other shows at the NEC - Done!! 

 

All of these changes will take effect for our October Show 

and the prize list with the updated pricing will be posted 

soon. 

 

We are also still looking for volunteers to be submitted for the 

Region 4 Championship selection committee, The 

committee meets via email or conference call, so no 

traveling and we need a worldly volunteer that has been to 

many facilities so the applications can be properly 

evaluated.  I have a few names but would like to send Anne 

a few more to pick from, in case she want more than one 

from the great state of Missouri!! 

 

Don't forget we have a schooling show coming up in July.  A 

great chance to get those volunteer hours. Keep up to date 

on coming events by visiting www.slads.org for the 

calendar! 

 

Stay Cool!! ~ Ann 
 

http://www.slads.org/
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St. Louis Area Dressage Society’s Fall Classic 

October 7-8, 2017 [Date Change] – USEF/USDF 4072/336205 [Two One Day Shows!] 

Licensed by 
The United States Equestrian Federation 

National Equestrian Center –6880 Lake St. Louis Blvd,  
Lake St. Louis, MO 

 

USEF, USDF, MHSA, and AQHA Recognized 

Level 3 

Opening date:  August 7, 2017  Entries received by:  September 21, 2017 

Official Qualifying Competition for: 

 2018 USDF Dover Adult Amateur Medal Program 
 2018 Great American Insurance Group/USDF Regional Qualifier 

 

Judges: Margaret Freeman, S 

Debbie Riehl -Rodriguez, S  

Addit ional Judges… TBD  

Technical Delegate(s): Susan Moran, R, KY 

 

Official prize list:  Go to SLADS.org or SLADS on Facebook 
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Weird Posting 
By Karen Pautz, dressage instructor, William Woods University, Fulton, Mo. 
 
In case you haven’t noticed, we humans aren’t really designed to ride horses. 
 
We ride, at least in part, because we enjoy the kinesthetics of a horse’s movement, but once we 
climb aboard, we work desperately to freeze up in an effort to stop all that jostling about. 
 
We grip when we should relax, we flop when we should engage muscles, we draw in when we 
should stretch out, we intellectualize when we should feel.  
 
Darn our pesky bodies! 
 
When you watch Charlotte Dujardin, or Laura Graves, or Steffen Peters ride their Grand Prix 
tests, you marvel at how quietly they ride. How motionless they are! How perfectly in sync with 
their horses! They achieve one of the hallmarks of truly classical dressage riding: they make it 
look easy, with invisible aids.  
 
Make no mistake, however. Charlotte and Steffen and Laura aren’t sitting still — not by a mile. 
What they are doing is moving exactly as the horse is moving. That appearance of stillness 
comes from incredible muscle control and preternatural flexibility — and lots and lots of time in 
the saddle (and the gym). 
 
While you may not be endowed with that perfect combination of strength and suppleness 
possessed by our most elite riders, nor the time to ride ten horses and then hit the gym, you 
aren’t completely beyond hope. And I have a simple (but not easy — no, not easy at all) 
exercise that can help. 
 
I wish I could take credit for developing this exercise, but this is an oldie-but-goody. And it’s not 
strictly a dressage exercise — it can be used for any type of riding that asks for posting (rising) 
trot. I don’t even know if it has an official name. I just called it “Weird Posting.” 
 

What you need:  

 

• the ability to post the trot in the “normal” way 

• an understanding horse (he’ll question your sanity when you begin the exercise) 

• an understanding audience (or try this first with no one around to watch you flail about) 

• a sense of humor (did I mention these exercises are hard?) 

• a neck strap, pommel grab strap, or some mane to grab if you’re tempted to balance on your 
horse’s mouth (balancing on your horse’s mouth is a no-no!) 

 
 

Up-down-up-down 
 
Begin by establishing your regular posting trot; beginner-rider instructors fondly refer to this as 
up-down-up-down. Don’t worry about which diagonal you’re on — I promise your horse won’t fall 
over if you’re on the “wrong” one. Once your horse is trotting comfortably, change your posting 
diagonal by sitting an extra beat. Up-down-up-down-down-up-down. Do that randomly around 
the arena, gradually taking out the number of strides you put between changes of diagonal. 
You’re working your way toward 
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Up-down-down-up-down-down-up-down-down 

 
Say it out loud while you’re trying it! 
 
Once you get the hang of this one, you’ll be changing your posting diagonal at every stride. 
Keep  
 
Now, have you conquered up-down-down? If so, congratulations! It means your position is 
basically correct but flexible (more on that below). Once you’ve got the up-down-down version 
of Weird Posting, you get to go on to 
 

Up-up-down-up-up-down-up-up-down  
 
It really does help to chant it out loud while you’re trying it. Embarrassed? C’mon, you’ve 
already abandoned your pride if you’re attempting this in public.  
 
Staying up for an extra beat is a legitimate, but less common, method of changing posting 
diagonals. It works quite well on horses who tend to drop their backs and get hollow in changes 
of direction. But even on the perfect horse, the stand-an-extra-beat method is a good skill to 
have. For the Weird Posting exercise, you’re going to change diagonals at every stride by 
staying up that extra beat. 
 
Like most dressage riders, you may have a little more difficulty with the down-up-up version of 
the exercise, particularly if your stirrups are long and the dressage saddle has a deep seat. It’s 
perfectly okay to shorten your stirrups a hole or two when messing around with Weird Posting. 
In fact, a shorter stirrup will emphasize one of the requirements of this exercise: flexible joints, 
especially in the pelvis, knee and ankle. 
 
Don’t straighten your leg in the up portion of the exercise. You’ll use the same position you 
normally use for the “up” portion of posting trot, you’ll just hold it longer. (To be technical, 
posting is simply a repetitive, rhythmic change from a half-seat position to a two-point position. 
You don’t actually sit, nor do you actually stand, during the posting trot.) 
 
 

Strength + flexibility + position = good riding 
 
Besides amusing the crowd at the sake of your ego, how do these exercises help? 
 
The point is that when you ride these exercises, you have to convince your body to use a 
combination of strength (needed to rise out of the saddle) and flexibility (needed to sink — not 
crash — to the saddle again). The qualities of strength and flexibility are at opposite ends of 
your physical spectrum, but are mandatory to successfully ride any horse more challenging than 
the 25-cents-a-minute fiberglass palomino in front of Walmart. 
 
In addition, Weird Posting requires a functional leg position which allows your entire body to 
remain balanced over the horse’s constantly moving center of gravity. If you’ve conquered the 
Weird Post without balancing on the horse’s neck or leaning against a neck strap, your leg is 
where it needs to be.* The best thing about it? You don’t have to consciously hold your leg in a 
particular position. If you concentrate on the Weird Posting, your leg will figure out where it 
should go! 
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You may or may not remember the travails of learning to post the trot for the first time. For most 
riders, the struggle is real, but suddenly your body “gets it,” and off you go! The regular posting 
trot requires little in the way of strength (the motion of the horse’s back will toss you into the air). 
To be sure, the regular posting trot requires a small bit of flexibility, but you’re going through a 
very limited range of motion, and you’re not having to absorb shock *at the same time* that 
you’re using strength. 
 
Weird Posting addresses that elusive combination of correct position, flexibility and strength. In 
the up-down-down version, you have to stay “over your leg” in the down portion. If you sit too 
heavily (particularly if your leg is too far forward), you’ll get stuck in the down position and won’t 
be able to get back up. You have to be flexible enough to absorb the trot motion in that extra 
sitting beat. If you’re too stiff, you get shot right out of the saddle on the second down beat. You 
have to have just enough strength to lift yourself out of the saddle for one beat. If you’re too 
strong/stiff, you rocket up into the heavens and, subsequently and to your horse’s dismay, crash 
back down. 
 
In the down-up-up version of Weird Posting, you again have to have your leg in the right 
position, in order to maintain the “up” position for an extended period of time. But if you try to 
power through the exercise, your legs will lock, you’ll lose the ability to absorb the shock of the 
trot, and you’ll jolt like a marionette. Not enough strength, and you’ll flop back to the saddle 
before the second “up” beat. 
 
 

The best tool for the job 
 
While riding in two-point (galloping) position and working without stirrups are both extremely 
useful exercises, I prefer Weird Posting to develop the rider’s flexibility, strength and position all 
at the same time. Two-point will get your leg in the right position, but dressage saddles aren’t 
conducive to standing in your stirrups. No-stirrup work can cause you to grip way too much with 
your knees and thighs. 
 
These Weird Posting exercises are tough. I’ll admit I sometimes use them to humble a riding 
student who needs a dose of reality. Don’t feel bad if you don’t accomplish them right away. 
Don’t drill to the point of exhaustion in either you or your horse.  
 
And keep in mind that, even if you don’t conquer Weird Posting on your first try, the effort will 
improve your regular posting. Suppling/strengthening exercises aren’t designed as isolated 
performance pieces — they’re a means to an end. Regardless of your Weird Posting struggles, 
I’ll bet that if you finish your ride with a lap of regular posting, you’ll notice how springy and 
balanced you feel. Better yet, you’ll end with a horse who’s more springy and balanced, and 
that, after all, is what we’re going for in dressage! 
 

* Your “leg in the place where it needs to be” is not the same as “winning the dressage 
equitation finals.” If your leg is where it needs to be, and you’re tall and willowy, and your 
saddle fits perfectly, and have the flexibility and fearlessness of a teenager, and your horse is 
broke to death, *then* we can talk about those equitation finals! 

 
 
 
To see a video demonstration of Weird Posting, check out this article on my website: 
http://www.shortenyourreins.com/weirdposting.html 
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JR/YR Corner: 

My Name is Emma Szachnieski, I attend 

Assumption school in O’Fallon Missouri and I 

am in 7th grade. One of my hobbies is 

poultry and I hope to become an 

ornithologist when I grow up, another one of 

my hobbies riding and you can do both 

horsemanship and poultry projects in 4-H. I 

am activate in 4-H and the president of my 

club. This year I will be doing a showmanship 

class for my first year doing horsemanship in 

4-H but for the past few years I have been 

doing a horseless horse project which is just 

a poster. I have attended riding camp with 

Kari Felton and Jennifer Buck. This summer I 

will attend a week long overnight camp 

intermediate camp though Girl Scouts. I 

have volunteered at many of the SLADS 

shows as a runner and working the prize 

table and have had a wonderful 

experience at all of the shows. I hope to 

show at a schooling show in the future.  

 

 

 

 
  

Emma & Riley (owned by Shelley Brubaker) 
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President Ann Gioia called this meeting to order this meeting of the SLADS board at Officer Dana Ferris’ home 
in Wildwood, MO at 7.20 p.m. 
 
Roll Call: In attendance are: Ann Gioia (P), Susan Jensen (VP), Dana Ferris (T), Leslie Burket (D), Pat 
McNamara (D). 
 
Excused: Sharon Layeski (D), Elizabeth Dudley (D), Sarah Szachnieski (D), Shari Bakker (D), Kari Felton, 
Kristin Von Hoffman. 
 

Executive Reports 
 
Report of the President: Ann Goia: Sharon Vanderziel at USDF contacted president Goia regarding the 
possibility of SLADS hosting part 2 of the USDF L program (sessions D & E). Sessions D&E do not require a 
classroom and would be held in conjunction with two of recognized shows.  
Our October 2017 schooling show date has been bumped by a larger Paint Horse Show at the NEC with a 
potential March 2018 replacement date.  
 
Report of the Secretary: Caroline Bean 
 
Moved by Caroline Bean and approved by all present to accept the 3/09/17 minutes of the Board meeting as 
corrected. Passed. 
 
Report of the Treasurer: Dana Ferris-Expenses paid in March 2017 included hotel bill for L program judge 
and liability insurance. Current balance in operating account: &15,890.70 . PayPal funds have been moved into 
the operating account. 
 

Committee Reports  
 

Membership: 
 

Shelley Brubaker e-mailed updated SLADS 2017 membership list to membership on 3/9/17 and 
continues to work on updating the roster. 
 
Education: Board members Steven Marshal’s resignation was accepted with regret.  
 
Sub-Committee Scholarship: No report. 
 
Jr/Young Rider: Shariann Bakker reported that Emily Raynor is the SLADS junior rider of the 
month.  
Communications: Kim Eplett has completed our website and it will have a message board. Kim 
Eplett and Amy Comparato still working on issues with PayPal account credentials. Gmail account 
links to be created to facilitate communication with members of the SLADS executive board. 

 
Awards Committee: Leslie Burket reported that she in the process of ordering ribbons for shows. 
New board member Kristin Von Hoffman will chair the 2018 Annual Awards Banquet Committee. 

 
Recognized Horse Shows Committee:  

 
Susan Jensen reported that all officials and judges have been hired and respective contracts signed for 
our upcoming June and October 2017 shows. 
 
Schooling Show Committee: No report. 

 
Old Business: No report. 
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New Business: Sarah Szachnieski is still in the process of compiling votes of survey e-mailed to approve 
changes of SLADS Standing Rules as proposed.   
A discussion was held on ideas for future SLADS fundraisers with a Trivia Night appearing to be the most 
popular option. The board will approach Sarah about sending our membership a survey to gauge support and 
enthusiasm for a Trivia Night.  
  
 
Moved by President Ann Goia at 8.06 p.m. that meeting adjourn and seconded by Dana Ferris.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Caroline Bean, Secretary 
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Upcoming Events 

 SLADS Schooling Show July 15, 

2017 – July 16, 2017National 

Equestrian Center, 6880 Lake St 

Louis Blvd, Lake St Louis, MO 

63367, USA 

 Jeremy Steinberg Clinic July 22, 

2017 – July 23, 2017 Quarter Line 

Dressage, 17899 Wild Horse Creek 

Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63005, USA 

More Information: 

www.quarterlinedressagestl.com 

 CW School Show (SLADS 

Recognized) August 5, 201711607 

IL-177, Mascoutah, IL 62258, USA 

More Information: 

www.cwequestriancenter.com 

 SLADS Fall Festival October 7, 

2017 – October 8, 2017National 

Equestrian Center, 6880 Lake St 

Louis Blvd, Lake St Louis, MO 

63367, USA 

 CW Schooling Show (SLADS 

Recognized) October 14, 2017 – 

October 15, 2017CW Equestrian 

Center, Inc., 11607 IL-177, 

Mascoutah, IL 62258, USA More 

Information: 

www.cwequestriancenter.com 

 Jeremy Steinberg Clinic October 

14, 2017 – October 15, 2017Quarter 

Line Dressage, 17899 Wild Horse 

Creek Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63005, 

USA More Information: 

www.quarterlinedressagestl.com 

 Kathy Rowse Clinic November 4, 

2017 – November 5, 2017Quarter 

Line Dressage, 17899 Wild Horse 

Creek Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63005, 

USA More Information: 

www.quarterlinedressage.com 

 SLADS Schooling Show November 

25, 2017National Equestrian Center, 

6880 Lake St Louis Blvd, Lake St 

Louis, MO 63367, USA 

 

To have items added to the Upcoming 

events calendar please email: 

Kim Eplett at kmeplett@gmail.com 

and copy Ann Gioia 

ann.gioia.11@gmail.com and Sarah 

Szachnieski 

seszachnieski@gmail.com  

SLADS supports all locally held 

clinics and events and looks forward 

to sharing your information.  
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